
Hey, I’m Sean:
an artist, educator & designer
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phone
website

Brooklyn, New York
Architecture, Psychology, Art
they/them/theirs
seantii.rae@gmail.com
508.971.8261
www.seantii.com
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Formally trained architect and artist interested in the power that 
design has on our interpersonal relationships. 
Educating, leading and creating via my podcast What Builds Us, 
artwork @seantii, and academic work and research www.seantii.com 

Master of Science in Architecture PRATT Institute, NY

M.Arch Wentworth Institute of Technology, MA

B.S. in Architecture Wentworth Institute of Technology, MA

EXPERIENCE

PROJECT & PUBLIATIONS MANAGER @ Joe the Architect, (MA)
Boutique Architecture Firm producing high-quality designs for extraordinary, everyday 
use in both residential and commercial work. 
Primary tasks include:
- Project management, documentation, production, research, building code, 
coordination, construction administration, building industry and client relationships.
- Managing production of JtA digital and print publications, contributing to the 
development of the architecture discourse and JtA office as a whole. 

CO-FOUNDER @ Thank You, Kindly (NY)
Head of production and design: 3D designed and printed accessory and products. 

CO-FOUNDER @ Coalesce Design (MA-NY)
A multi-disciplinary design coalition that aims to re-connect people with their 
environment through temporary installations and audio productions. 
Company productions:
- Design and development of 1:1 interactive installations for people to engage with 
their common environments differently.
- Podcast: What Builds Us podcast that explores the ways our built environment 
effects our emotions, experiences, and day-to-day lives. Each episode explores an 
architectural theme varying in scale. Episodes are designed for understanding by all 
levels of familiarity with architecture, regardless of background and experience.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER @ Royer Architects (MA)
Residential firm specializing in custom architecture and interior design. 
Primary tasks include:
- project management including client relations, site visits, on-site drafting and 
measurements, permitting
- Client relations: Leading discussions with clients through designs, editing, and 
stages of project developments

DRAFTER/DESIGN ASSISTANT @ Duckham Architects and Interior

DRAFTER @ Darlow Christ Architecture (MA)

PROFICIENCY

SKILLS

Windows
Mac Os X

Photoshop
Indesign

Illustrator
Acrobat

Lightroom

Leadership
Public Speaking
Educating / Teaching
Mediating
Creative Development

Traveling
Dancing
Writing
Rock Climbing 
Biking
Meditation

OS

DESIGN

2D 3D

AutoCAD
Rhino

Sketchup
Grasshopper

Revit
Enscape

Recap


